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JOHN JAMES

AUGUST
it was on the feast of Saint Christophe
we were looking for the house of René Char
with sketch map & books from the kind vendeuse
driving out of the Isle
we enter the ﬂickering shade of the avenue of planes
but somehow leaving the river
we miss the route for Saumane
climbing instead into the Luberon
rushing odour of mad red wine & aromatics
arriving in the village of Lacoste
in the brilliant light of the midi
on the terrace of the little café
under the towering blocks of the Château
a barman in a white apron approaches
the purple wine is poured
at the next table an older man
with tawny wide brimmed hat
speaks to us in the tongue of his pays
we only half infer what is said
unsure of what we found there that afternoon

THOUGHTS BEYOND THE STRICKEN CITY LONG
AFTER RENÉ CHAR
the past would stop up the process of the current moment
if worn out with memory we were unable to rest
sometimes we look back on ourselves
at others the horror jumps into our throats when least expected
we’ve suffered the lash of sardonic insult from passing snobs
as if in a bad dream fading with daylight
but now we climb on to the ﬁrst pass
over the weathered earth for our ﬁrst break
nothing can be certain except at the door of the café
a barman appears with glasses of green pastis
the nascent era in pursuit of our ﬂight
has a poisonous air where soon nothing will be secure
not the least social provision nor bread nor wine
the mercenary TV pundits are permitted to spout fascist platitudes
as the sirens wail back home in the city
amid the density of mass stupefaction
the people are loath to stand up against this outrage
grown men take on the infantile appearance of dupes
as they suck on their kegs of toxic lager late into the night
we seek to climb above the tumult
the tension slackens in the late afternoon
as we rest in the shade of a thoughtful parasol
we are not in awe of the divine
we neither serve them nor fear them
we bear witness to their multiple existence
touched by their sacred lineage
& lest we forget
the wine of liberty turns bitter quickly
quaff it fresh
or give it back to the vine

SOME CONJECTURE
1. In John James’s poetry the routine is persistently being made exceptional.
Quality and possibility in daily life is to be found in eating, washing, dressing and
undressing, variously praised and reﬁned. Value is held in the social interactions
between people: ‘the struggle for what is light | in what is dark | shone to advantage
| in our backyard’ (213).1
The struggle requires human agency above and beyond anything else. Note how
forgettable James ﬁnds the routines of the natural world. Seasonal change and the
days of the week are noted and acknowledged with ﬂuctuating degrees of amicable
disrespect. The turning and revolving, the tedious inevitable return in fact no change
at all. But sometimes there is promise: ‘The hemisphere tilts | the second version of
the year begins’ (99). What would a second version of the year look like if we could
run it differently?
2. In 1967 James wrote to Andrew Crozier stating: ‘There can be no exhibition of
technique worthy of consideration as Poetry which does not use language that comes
close to or enters the ﬁeld of memorableness.’2 In our personal lives the exceptional
and memorable are bound together, it’s a matter of making sure we know why.
James’ poetry is memorable. It affects your whole stance and posture. This works
to resist the division between personal and impersonal in a wider historical view.
The work of the late 1970s insists on a frantic cultural assault against the inherited
boredom of the post-war and the conclusive despair ahead. ‘A Former Boiling’
(1979) is a litany of rage, a recall and roll call of ‘the unforgettable torture of the
Fifties’: the Mau Mau, the Republican Clubs, the Origin of the British Army. On
‘strictly spiral time’, like a 7” or a drill, James yells: ‘THIS AIN’T NOSTALGIA
/ THIS IS EXORCISM’ (162). But the completion of the ritual is not possible. It
must be renewed and refreshed.
3. In a later work James writes:
If there is always memory in working-class life
it is because things are always being taken away the head
spinning from day to night with little accidents
(296)
James’s poetry puts hope into practice, resisting the appropriation of what is good
in our public lives, lives which emerge from and are constituted by our most basic
intimacies. The head spinning is the whole body, the whole world. As the man said:
‘this only place in which we ﬁnd our happiness or not at all | the end’ (298).
—LR
1. All page numbers refer to John James, Collected Poems (Cambridge: Salt, 2002).
2. Letter to Andrew Crozier, February 4th 1967, published in The English
Intelligencer, Vol.1, Issue 16, p. 208.
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ON RACHEL WARRINER’S RED, YELLOW, AND BLUE
Red, Yellow, and Blue (Cork: Default, 2009) is a set of three poems by Rachel Warriner,
printed in three separate pamphlets, the poems being 144 lines each, without stanza breaks,
the paragraph unit being eighteen lines per page, and lines ranging from one to eight syllables
in length. Corresponding lines typically share the same number of syllables, though the few
instances where this afﬁnity is absent include the very ﬁrst set of lines: ‘rats breeding rapidly’,
‘year yammers as’, ‘back broken belligerent’ (R/Y/B, p. 3). The initial letters of these lines signal
the respective poems to which they belong, and this is part of the work’s claim to its conceptual
point of departure. The generativity of the primary colours implies simultaneous readings of any
two of the poems, resulting in the conjectural performance works Orange, Green, and Purple.
However, the ultimate work to be produced along these lines is the three-way performance
Black, the total colour-throne, the potential marching song of the as-yet un-liberated ‘crowds
of nudes’ (R, 10) who must be distinguished from their antagonists, the ‘fearsome grotesque |
waltzing phrenologists’ (Y, 3), anachronistic pseudo-scientists standing in for the living tradition
of their ‘racist equivalents [who] | poke poison back further’ (B, 9). Racial consciousness
has its place in this work as one of several interlocking batteries from which a polyhedral
critical assault is aimed at the ‘centre of spirit | used by | slaughter marketing | returning
single | mind stranglehold ignorance | while sodium | will victimise those | essex employed’
(B, 5). Sodium be the symbolic honky spice, and Essex be a xenophobe’s paradise: where
‘alien wariness | sinks positive platitudes | between thick-skinned | disinterest secured’ (R, 9).
The air of combinatorial license around R/Y/B engenders a pliability of morphological
qualities, such as race, as well as the very substance of the poet’s ammunition. Where the
metaphorical skin is too thick to arouse even a counter-interest in the ‘pointlessly rare’ (R,
4) effrontery of poets, certain immediately martial functions of the linguistic interface are
suspended, their effect re-sourced in the physiological substrate of the human organism: the
body ‘doing’ the tongue. Thus we get a ‘busted elegance’ of ‘trichomania | in phoneboxes’
(B, 8), the behaviour reserved for the phonebox become a compulsive display of tearing
out the hair, the space now a medium not for communication at a distance, but for the
wrong intimacy of a site-speciﬁc performance. Within the same world, the token of love’s
legalisation is extracted from a turd: the performance of marriage stripped of the popped
question, the wife-to-be ‘proposed to by ring | swallowed & stomach x- | rayed’ (R, 6), which
lines refer to a recent popular media story, wherein a woman unwittingly swallowed her
engagement ring, which had been, in a magnanimous gesture, deposited secretly into her
ice cream shake by her boyfriend. It is within this world, which we inhabit, that corpses are
forged to ﬁll ‘duplicated pet graveyards’ (Y, 7); it is a world thick with strategic ‘numismatics
| and parapsychology’ (R, 8), where ‘removing and ironing skin’ (R, 7) is a naturalised
phase of the hygienic order, to be followed, one imagines, by the most profound bleaching.
The sniper-work of the poet’s paranoia peaks in a regressive nightmare of neo-liberatory
blindness, that sign of release from the blaring differences of the diverse urban body: ‘eyes
role | counting on blind | moment’ (R, 6), as ‘impending blindness | person speciﬁcation |
dictates’ (R, 4). But the poet knows that ‘blindness ends culture’ (B, 7), and folded into the
lines—’when assistants die | sparking tesla’s | birds toasting | appearance | of knowledge’ (Y,
5)—is a warning for those sickly charmed by that false liberation, via reference to an anecdote
about Nikola Tesla, an early pioneer of the electrical sciences. It is with this that my account of
Warriner’s R/Y/B will end: ‘Tesla had many pigeons...but one he was particularly fond of. He
described it as being a beautiful female bird, pure white with light gray tips on its wings. One
night the bird ﬂew into Tesla’s room at Hotel St. Regis, and he perceived that she was attempting
to tell him she was dying. Tesla said a light came from her eyes more intense than he had ever
produced by the most powerful lamps in his laboratory. The bird then died and Tesla said that
at that same moment, something went out of his life and he knew his life’s work was ﬁnished.’
— JK
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